
TRAIL 
TOOLBOX
Trail Design & Layout
Design and layout of trails should be guided by the sustainable trail principles developed by the 2004 edition 
of IMBA’s Trail Solutions: IMBA’s Guide to Building Sweet Singletrack. All trail grades should be verified by 
an inclinometer. Trail corridor should be pin flagged at a minimum of 30’ intervals. Trees over 8” DBH may 
be marked with flagging tape indicating they are to be removed. Client to approve the final alignment before 
construction begins.

Corridor Clearing
Corridor clearing shall be confined to within 1-2 feet of trail 
and backslope edges. Woody material such as stumps, roots, 
logs, and brush shall be removed from the trail tread. Cut and 
scatter all branches and brush with no debris left within 10 feet 
of trail, preferably not visible from trail; butt-ends of any sawed 
limbs placed facing away from trail. Any downslope spoils to 
be distributed so no berm is present. Spoils may be naturalized 
aesthetically with a covering of leaves, pine needles or other 
organic debris.

Trail Tread
The trail tread shall consist of packed native, mineral soil or rock. Stumps and roots >1/4” should be 
excavated and removed from the trail tread. Trail tread shall be constructed with a typical width of 2-3 
feet, full-bench method whenever possible. Trail width specification applies to tread only, backslope not 
included. Trail tread grades typically follow the “Half Rule” – that the tread grade is not greater than half 
the percentage of the slope it travels across to prevent trail from becoming drainage gully. If fill is required 
(especially with soils at ABOS), it is best supported by a stone retaining wall sufficient to support the 
expected high-volumes of trail use already occurring. Backslopes should be graded to 2:1 slope where 
possible.

Trail Tread Grades
Overall trail grades should try and average 6-8% with maximum 
grades of 12-15% for short distances less than 50’ to manage user- 
based erosion. The exceptions are bedrock,  armored tread surfaces, 
or wood structures (not recommended in Colorado if stone is 
available). Typically, 3-9% outsloping of trail tread enhances long-
term drainage unless bermed trail features are desired, requiring 
extra effort to drain effectively over time.

Hand Finishing of 
Trail
Hand finishing and grading of 
backslope, down slope spoils, and 
drainage features shall leave a 
surface that matches the texture of 
the surrounding forest floor while 
enabling water to drain off the trail.
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Rocks, Boulders & Bedrock
Rock material to be left in beginner and easier 
intermediate trail should not protrude more than 
3” from the tread surface, unless trail difficulty 
incorporates stone challenge elements. All rock embedded in the trail surface should be very stable. When 
used in structures, care will be taken to match rock to the immediate surroundings. Excess tool marks on 
rocks are not desirable. Non-native rock may not be imported into a work area without approval of Client.

Switchbacks, Insloped Turns & 
Bermed Corners
Ideally turns should have a minimum radius of eight (8) feet. 
For hiking only trails a  traditional rolling crown switchback 
is often recommended on slopes with a maximum cross 
grade of >20%. Wider radius climbing turns can be built on 
slopes less than 15% but may be prone to shortcutting when 
located in relatively gentle, open terrain. Anchoring your turns 
with a tree, shrub or rock(s) will help manage shortcutting 
in some areas. A rolling grade dip before and after the turns 
helps minimize the inherent issue of most turns intercepting 
and concentrating water. 

Switchbacks
Construction of  switchbacks often includes dry-laid stone retaining walls and some level of armoring on 
the drainage features since they are concentrating water on the uphill leg and draining it off the end of turn. 
On hiking trails, switchbacks are constructed in the “rolling crown” style. Entry and exit legs will have a 
grade of less than 15-20% unless armored by stone. Insides of corners/turns should be strongly anchored 
to discourage short cutting. Turn platform often have a radius range of between 6’ and 9’ to allow access by 
skilled riders. Any retaining structures will be constructed of stone and comply with all rock.

Insloped Turns and Bermed Corners
On shared-use trails with mountain bikes, use the insloped 
turns and/or bermed corners. These may also include walls, 
armoring, and drainage. Each insloped turn and bermed 
corner should include a grade reversal before and after to help 
manage water. 

Rock Armoring
Armoring the trail tread surface where 
necessary with stone pitching or flagstoning 
at least 8” deep and rocks in the 75-100# 
range for hand-built trails and 100-200# 
minimum typically for machine-built trails 
is recommended. Stones should be stable 
and aligned to facilitate a preferred direction 
of travel. Variance in the surface height of 
stones can be significant as shown in the trail 
difficulties in the IMBA Trail Guidelines. Each 
end of a pitched section shall be supported 
by larger “bookend” stones embedded in 
the ground. Additional chock stones may 
be required if the final surface of the trail 
appears more rugged than the adjacent 
landscape.
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Grade Reversals 
Grade reversals are to be installed at appropriate intervals to prevent erosion. A designed grade reversal or 
constructed rolling grade dip should generally occur at least every 75 feet. Grade Reversal must be strongly 
anchored to discourage short cutting. 

Rock Retaining Walls
Rock retaining walls should be stable and battered 
(inclined back into the slope) a minimum of 10% 
from vertical. All walls should have as large of stone 
feasibly to fill in depth behind the wall to allow for 
better drainage and to minimize damage from frost 
heave. The base of the wall “keystones” should 
be placed on firm compacted mineral soil or rock 
outcroppings sloped in 2-3%. Any small stones 
used to “chink” larger stones in place should be 
placed in the back of the wall. The top of the wall 
should not be counted in the width of the trail tread. 
The top layer of stones “capstones” should be very 
stable and large enough to avoid being dislodged 
by shared-use traffic. Deadmen (stones that extend 
from the wall into the slope) may be used to 
enhance sustainability. 

Trail Pull-offs
Trail pull-offs or passing/resting zones are a simple tool to help minimize visitor conflicts, especially on 
crowded trails. They are spaced every 300-500’ depending on terrain. When topography is steeper and more 
difficult for users to step off of the trail safely without falling downhill they are critical, while gentle terrain 
typically does not require pull-offs except at viewpoints before or after a very narrow exposed section of 
trail where two people would have difficulty passing safely. Pull-offs or passing zones can vary in shape and 
size but should be a minimum of 5’ width on a 30-36” wide trail and can be significantly wider at common 
gathering spots like overlooks. In these areas the size of the pull-off is typically based on amount of people 
likely to be gathering at a spot. 

Non-native Plant Species
All hand tools and mechanized equipment should be free of invasive seeds and clean of any dirt and mud 
when entering a project site. Equipment transported from a site with noxious weeds to another site should 

be cleaned.

Mechanized Equipment Best Practices
All track marks should be raked smooth. When applicable, machinery shall not travel over finished trail 
construction for removal from the project site. A spill kit will be onsite whenever mechanized equipment is 
operated. Scarring of trees is to be avoided. 
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